Online handwritten Urdu character recognition is one of the key technologies for intelligent interface on smart phones and touch screens. It is a challenging research topic as Urdu script has many similar character groups. A novel similar character discrimination method for online handwritten Urdu character recognition is proposed in this paper which includes pre-classification, feature extraction and fine classification process. The pre-classifier enables the discrimination of similar characters by putting them in distinct smaller subsets according to stroke number and diacritics. Then structural features and wavelet features are extracted. Finally, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) classifiers are compared for fine classification within subsets. Results of RNN classifier without using the proposed pre-classifier and features have also been obtained to check the end-to-end capability of the RNN classifier. Experimental results show that the proposed method is efficient and achieves an overall accuracy of 96% on a large-scale self-collected dataset. It is feasible to extend this method for other Arabic scripts.
ing context dependent, Urdu alphabets adjust their shapes according to the 'preceding and following' characters. In this way, for an Urdu alphabet there are one full and at least three different half forms with few exceptions. Moreover, complexities for Urdu handwriting recognition arise not only due to cursiveness and context dependency but also because of the very nature of an alphabet structure, word formation in a particular font-style, and diacritics involved in alphabets. Overlapping ligatures, delicate joints of characters in a word, aslant traces, neither fixed baseline nor standard slope (in Nastalique font style), associated dot and other diacritics which may be above, below or within the character, displacement of dots with base stroke's slope and context [17, 18, 19] are a few to shed light on the complexities of Urdu script.
On the basis of target-set, Urdu handwriting recognition (both off-line and online) can be placed into three categories: isolated or full form character recognition [20, 21, 22, 23] , selecting ligatures for recognition or holistic approach (also known as segmentation-free approach) [17, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] , and segmentation-based or analytical approach [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] .
Moreover, different researchers have tried to address the recognition problem by focusing on different aspects. For example, the authors in [36] worked out the baseline (an imaginary line on which characters are combined to form the ligatures) of the character stroke, the work in [37] discussed the diacritical marks associated with characters and ligatures, and the approach in [38] emphasized the preprocessing operations.
Following the analytical approach along with dictionary based search to obtain valid characters and words, Malik et al. [20] recognized 39 isolated characters with an overall accuracy of 93% and 200 two-unattached-character ligatures with an accuracy of 78%. Hussain et al. [25] preferred the holistic approach, proposed spatial temporal artificial neuron for the recognition, and reported an accuracy of 85% for 15 selected ligatures only. However, their data set lacks the aspect of generality as it was acquired from only two different writers. Husain et al. [26] investigated the recognition system for one-, two-, and three-character-ligatures and obtained separate results of 93% and 98% for base and secondary strokes, respectively. Shahzad et al. [21] studied the recognition of 38 isolated Urdu characters using 9 geometric features for primary stroke and 4 for secondary stroke to achieve the accuracy of 92.8% for the data obtained only from two native writers; however, the recognition rate diminished to 31% when the characters were scribbled by an untrained non-native writer. With trained non-native writer's scribbled data, the recognition rate barely increased to 73%. Razzak et al. [27, 28] investigated the recognition system for 1800 ligatures. By utilizing the features based on fuzzy rules and hidden Morkov model, they secured 87.6% recognition rate for Urdu Nastalique font and 74.1% for Naskh font. Most of the work available in the online domain of Urdu character recognition deals with ligatures and full form recognition. Segmentation-based approaches have been applied either to segment the ligatures from each other present in a word or to dissociate the diacritics from the base-character [19] . Here is to note that, to the best of authors' knowledge, no work is found there using wavelet analysis for recognition of Urdu characters. However, studies have been reported for Arabic and Persian characters recognition using wavelets. Therefore on the basis of alikescript and wavelet analysis the work presented in this paper is compared with Arabic and Persian work as well. Table 1 accounts the comparison of proposed work with Arabic and Persian recognition systems using wavelet analysis.
Inspired from [22, 23, 39 ] the authors propose in this work the online Urdu character recognition problem for context-dependent shapes of Urdu characters, that is, for half-forms. For the development of online cursive Urdu handwriting recognition system, recognition of half form Urdu characters is a primary step because of the following four reasons: First, Urdu characters appear in half forms in a word. Although full form letters are also used within a word, yet the role of half forms is much more than that of full forms. Second, half form characters are the building blocks for ligatures and therefore segmentation-based systems eventually attempt to recognize the constituent half forms [29, 33, 34, 35] . Third, there are a lot more ligatures in Urdu, which cannot be entirely enclosed within the scope of a single study. That is why, researchers in their works have tried to recognize selective number of ligatures through which many words can be composed, but not all. Consequently, such systems have limited vocabulary available for processing [27, 38, 19] . Furthermore, for acquiring a valid ligature or finding an optimum word, dictionary based search becomes a necessary part of the work [26] , however, this is not the case with the half forms. Last, targeting half forms would mean independence from dictionary. Even new words not present in dictionary can be recognized.
Instead of putting all the characters at once into a single recognizer, we opted to pre-classify the larger halfform character set into smaller subsets. A pre-classifier has been proposed which puts similar characters into distinct smaller subgroups. Then, these smaller subgroups are targeted for further classification through ANN and SVM classifiers by employing wavelet and structural features, and also by RNN classifier using the raw stroke data (without using the extracted features). In character recognition problems, wavelet transform has been used for languages [48, 49] has also been utilized in which all the characters are fed to the RNN classifier without any feature extraction or pre-classification. A large database of Urdu handwritten characters has also been developed by the authors which can be provided for research purposes. The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. A framework for development of online Urdu handwriting recognition for smartphones has been presented.
2. Based on the number of strokes in a character and the position and shape of diacrtics, segregation of larger character set into smaller subsets is obtained through the proposed pre-classification in contrast to the previous online Urdu character recognition approaches like [20, 25, 26, 21, 27, 28, 38 ]. 3. To cope with the demand of robust and accurate recognition along with relatively low computational power and limited memory available to mobile devices, banks of computationally less complex classifiers are developed, from which the appropriate classifier would be loaded to the memory to achieve the recognition task. 4. A comparison of different classifier/feature combinations is presented in this study to distinguish between features' discrimination and classifiers' recognition ability.
A comparison of feature-based classifiers (ANN, SVM)
and end-to-end classifier (RNN) is presented. 6. Noting the small databases of existing Urdu character recognition works [25, 21, 27, 28] , a large database of handwritten Urdu characters is developed and employed in this study, which contains 10800 samples of all Urdu half form characters (100 samples of each character) acquired from 100 writers. The database can be obtained from the authors for the research purposes.
For different classifier/feature combinations, the overall accuracies obtained through the proposed methods are 81.9%, 92.8%, 95.8%, 96.1%, 84.7%, 87.2%, and 60% (to be detailed in results). The best overall recognition rate is procured through SVM. For individual characters, the recognition rates obtained are up to 100% by application of the resultant schemes.
The organization of the paper is as follows. A brief introduction about the Urdu character set in half forms is provided in Section 2. The proposed online Urdu handwriting recognition system is explained in Section 3. Results and discussions are presented in Section 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5.
About the Urdu Character Set in Half Forms
In this section we will analyze the way in which Urdu words are handwritten by the native writers. Urdu handwriting is inherently cursive and there are many Urdu font styles available, such as Naskh, Nastalique, Kofi, Thuluth, Diwani, and Rouq'i . Nastalique style is mostly adopted for Urdu writing whereas Arabic is penned in Naskh style. With respect to the position in a word, Nastalique font style reveals writing with atilt ligatures and distinctive variations in letters [19] . For example, the character ' ' adapting three different shapes as per context is shown in Fig.  1 .
Most of the characters in Urdu words appear in three different forms as shown in Fig. 1 (see also [50] ). The form in which a character appears in a word depends on the position in which it occurs in the word. These forms are described below:
• Full form: Every character in Urdu has a full form.
The full forms always occur in isolated positions in a word (not ligature). Urdu character set consists of 37 characters (letters /alphabets) in full form [23] , however, this count is reported 39 in [19] . The difference is due to the addition of some characters to the basic Urdu character set.
• Initial half form: A character falling in the beginning of a word (more generally, a ligature) adopts the initial form. Not every character has an initial half form. There are 36 initial half forms.
• Medial half form: Characters falling in the middle of a word (or ligature) adopt their medial forms. Some characters do not have medial half forms. These are 30 in number.
• Terminal half form: Character falling in the end of a word (or ligature) adopts the terminal half form. Every character has a terminal form. The terminal forms have very much similar shapes as compared to their corresponding full forms. There are 42 terminal half forms.
All Urdu characters in half forms (108 in number) are shown in Fig. 2 . The target of this work is to classify all these 108 shapes while handwritten online. Some characters possess more than one shapes at initial, medial or terminal positions. The usage of those shapes depend on the context in which that character appears. The context means which other characters appear, in a ligature, before and after a particular character.
Analyzing Urdu characters in further detail, we find that an Urdu character consists of a major stroke and may have none, one, two, or three minor strokes. There are few groups of characters in which the major stroke is common to the group and the distinction among the characters is made on the basis of the type, count, and position of the minor strokes. Depending on the number of strokes, we categorize Urdu characters into the four subsets namely single-, two-, three-, and four-stroke characters.A few examples specifying the use of two-, three-, and four-stroke characters as initial half forms have been shown in Fig. 3 .
There are five different types of minor strokes on the basis of shape drawn: dot or nuqta (' '), towey ('¢'), inverted hay (' '), hamza (' ') and kash (' '). Moreover, minor stroke(s) may be placed above or below a major stroke depending upon the character. Multistroke characters can also be grouped on the basis of the position of secondary stroke(s) with respect to primary stroke as well as on the basis of the shape of secondary stroke.
Due to the presence of similar characters, various half forms, context dependency of shape of a character (108 shapes), and different types of minor strokes, recognition of online handwritten Urdu characters is a complex and challenging pattern recognition problem.
Proposed Online Handwritten Urdu Character Recognition System
In this section we present the proposed online handwritten Urdu character recognition system. The whole sys-tem consists of the data acquisition, preprocessing, preclassification, feature extraction, and classification stages. The block diagram of the whole system is shown in Fig.  4 and all the stages are explained in the following subsections.
Data Acquisition
Handwriting data can be acquired using a pen-tablet device connected to a computer. Data may also be acquired by writing on the touch sensitive screen of a smartphone. In our study, 100 native Urdu writers of different age groups have provided their handwriting samples using a stylus and digitizing tablet. Online handwritten character signals contain the information of the digitized coordinates (x(t), y(t)), and the pressure values and time-stamps for each point (x(t), y(t)). During the data acquisition, the following attributes of character strokes were acquired:
1. Number of times the pen is up/down. 2. Number of strokes in a character. 3. Starting/ending index of each stroke. 4. Temporal order of each sample of (x(t), y(t)) coordinates. 5. Pressure value at (x(t), y(t)). Note: pressure value is not utilized in this work except for detecting pen up/down events.
About the Data
The data obtained from the writers is in segmented form. Figure 5 shows few examples of full Urdu words and ligatures composed from the segmented characters obtained from the participating writers, and demonstrates that the words composed from these segmented characters do resemble the words as if written continuously. To use a recognition system based on our proposed method in its current form, it is required to draw the characters in their segmented forms. If the visual feeling of continuous word is required then the segmented characters should be drawn at appropriate positions as shown in fig. 5 . We are also working on segmentation of characters from ligatures and will be reported in future. A related work on segmentation of handwritten Arabic text can be found at [51] that presents an efficient skeleton-based grapheme segmentation algorithm. With some modifications, this segmentation algorithm along with our proposed methodology may serve as a full system for online Urdu handwriting recognition. Segmentation of printed Urdu script can be found in [33, 35, 34] .
Instructions for writing
For non-native audience, here we present some instructions that should be followed while writing Urdu characters (These instructions are implicitly followed by native Urdu writers)
• There should be no pen-up event while drawing the major stroke i.e. the major stroke should be drawn continuously without raising the pen,
• In case of multistroke characters, the major stroke should precede the minor stroke(s), and
• Minor strokes should be penned one at a time, i.e. there must be pen up events between two or three dots or between two 'kashes'. In some cases, this instruction is violated by the native writers, but for this work, we stress on following this instruction.
Although two minor strokes drawn together (for example, two dots) can be separated using the variation in pressure values however this is not implemented in this paper.
Preprocessing
The raw data obtained from hardware contains artifacts like jitters, hooks in start and end of a stroke, speed variations etc. To reduce the effect of artifacts, the following preprocessing steps have been performed on the raw data.
Re-Sampling
Algorithm 1 has been implemented to remove repeated data samples (those occurring consecutively in temporal order). Then a downsampled version of this signal has been obtained by keeping every second data sample starting with the first. Few samples of downsampled data are shown in Fig. 6 (a).
Algorithm 1 Repeated elements removed
1: procedure RemoveRepeatedDataPoints(S ) ⊲ S ( Mx2) contains X and Y coordinates of a given stroke 2: initialize k ← 1 3: initialize S r(k) ← S (1) 4:
S r(k) ← S (i) 10: end if 11: end for 12: return S r 13: end procedure
Smoothing
Drawing on a tablet by inexperienced users, or roughness of pen tip or writing surface may result in jitters and trembles in writing. To mitigate jittering effects the character data is smoothed using a 5-point moving average filter given by the following difference equation:
where y s (i) is smoothed value for the ith data point, N is the number of neighboring data points on either side of y s (i) (in this case N=2), and 2N + 1 is the span. The results of smoothing function are shown in Fig. 6 (b).
Pre-Classification
There are many groups of characters in Urdu that share the same major stroke and differ from each other due to their minor strokes. These similar characters pose difficulty in classification. A concept of pre-classifier is presented here. The pre-classifier classifies the characters in to smaller subgroups. The classification criterion is derived from the properties of Urdu characters as presented in section 2. The pre-classification for initial half forms is explained here, whereas the pre-classification of medial and terminal half forms is similar.
In the first phase of pre-classification, the character set (initial half forms) is divided into different groups on the basis of number of pen-up events. The number of pen-up events actually represents the number of strokes in a character. Four subsets are yielded (see details in section 2): single-, two-, three-, and four-stroke subsets. In the second phase of pre-classification, on the basis of position of the diacritics, every multistroke subset obtained in the first phase is segregated into two sub-subsets. Position of the diacritics for multistroke Urdu characters is either above or below the major stroke. Therefore, in the end of the second phase of pre-classification, we get 6 sub-subsets of multistroke initial half form characters.
For Urdu characters, we place diacritics into two types on the basis of shape:
In third phase of pre-classification, sub-subsets obtained in second phase are further divided on the basis of shape of the diacritic to produce 9 sub-sub-subsets. As a result, finally we get 10 subsets for initial half form characters. Figure 7 gives a pictorial description of pre-classification of initial half form characters. Table 2 shows the preclassification of Urdu character set in initial, medial, and terminal half forms.
In Urdu, there occurs no such case where we could have 3-stroke characters with other-than-dot diacritic below the major stroke. 4-stroke characters exist only with dot diacritic and no other-than-dot diacritic is present there.
In this way of subdivision, we see that character ' Í ', in three-stroke characters group, stands alone in its subset having no competition for classification. Table 3 shows those characters which face no competition in their respective subsets. These are fully recognized at pre-classification stage and do not require any further recognition.
With the small subsets produced by the pre-classifier, it becomes possible to design banks of simple ANN or SVM classifiers for fine classification within the subsets.
Feature Extraction
Selection of appropriate features for recognition tasks is necessary for achieving high performance [52] . Computing suitable features, in every online system, helps reducing the computational complexity of a pattern recognition problem [45] . However, selection and extraction of such features does not follow any specific technique. Variations involved in one kind of a problem manifests that a feature set designated for a particular problem may not necessarily be satisfactory for a similar problem. One can deduce the fact that no widely accepted feature set contemporarily exists that can survive successfully for at least one kind of problems [53] . To reduce computational complexity prominent features are acquired from preprocessed data. However, optimum size of feature vector to recognize a handwritten character depends on the complexity involved.
For Arabic/Urdu handwritten characters recognition, different types of features have been presented in literature, namely structural features, statistical features and global transformation features. Using structural features [20, 25, 26] , a model/standard template is designed for each class of letters that contains all the significant information with which test classes are compared. Statistical approach uses the information of the underlying statistical distribution of some measurable events or phenomena of interest in the input data [22, 23] . With global transformation features, the recognition problem is taken up in frequency domain using transformations like Fourier, discrete cosine, Gabor, and Walsh-Hadamard etc. [19] .However, to determine and analyze localized features of a signal/image, a time-scale representation of that signal/image is used i.e. wavelet transform. In [54] wavelet transform has been used for optical character recognition of multifont English text. The Wavelet transform is a multiresolution technique that clips data into different frequency components, and then analyzes each component with a resolution matched to its scale [55] . Wavelet series expansion of a a function f (x) is given in eq.2.
where c j o (k) are approximation (or scaling) coefficients, and d j (k) are detailed (or wavelet coefficients) [56] . Details about the wavelets can be studied from [55] however for a brief review of wavelet properties can be studied from [57] .
Wavelet Features
To discriminate characters from each other, a human reader looks for the exact location of smooth regions, sharp turns, and cusps as the landmarks of interest. With structural, statistical and global transformation features as used in [20, 25, 26, 22, 23, 19] it is not possible to find out these landmarks exactly. In proposed study, wavelet transformation of handwritten stroke data enables us to accurately pinpoint the mentioned landmarks and leads to attain better recognition rates. To verify the discriminating potential of wavelet features, a multilevel one-dimensional wavelet analysis is applied to the preprocessed data. Approximation and detail coefficients are obtained for the x(t) and y(t) coordinates of the handwritten strokes. In order to obtain better classification accuracy and keeping the feature vector as small as possible, it was found after some trials that the level-2 approximation coefficients and level-4 detail coefficients were providing the best classification accuracy. The feature vector is
where − − → cA2 x and − − → cA2 y are the vectors of level-2 approximation coefficients, and − −− → cD4 x and − −− → cD4 y are the vectors of level-4 detail coefficients of the one dimensional x(t) and y(t) signals of the stroke coordinates (x(t), y(t)). C++ or Matlab codes may be used to obtain the wavelet coefficients. Figures 8 and 9 (a,b) , show four different handwritten characters in medial half form. Each of these figures show the handwritten stroke and x(t), and y(t) signals of the major stroke in the top row, the second row shows the − − → cA2 x and − − → cA2 y coefficients, while the third row shows the − −− → cD4 x and − −− → cD4 y coefficients. Figure 10 is representative of the case where otherthan-dot minor stroke is involved. In this case there were characters having similar major strokes and were distinguishable from each other only on the basis of the shape of their minor strokes. Since the minor stroke in this case is significantly long, the wavelet coefficients of the minor stroke was also included along with the wavelet coefficients of the major stroke to form the feature vector.
It can be easily observed from Fig. 8 to 10 that the wavelet coefficients of different characters are quite different from each other. Such variability provide the promise of wavelet features to present good discrimination power. The results have verified that using wavelet features, in the way presented above, provided high recognition rates.
Structural Features
In this study, for comparison purpose, in addition to wavelet based features, structural features proposed by Khan and Haider [22, 23] , have also been employed and tested. It is shown in the results (Section 4) that with wavelet features the recognition accuracy is far better than that obtained with structural features.
Classification
For fine classification of each character within the subsets produced by the pre-classifier, a dedicated classifier was designed for each of the subsets. In this work, the responses of ANN and SVM classifiers along with different input features have been studied. Moreover, RNNs have also been applied to compare the responses obtained through ANN and SVM.
Artificial Neural Networks
For pattern recognition problems, developing a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network with backpropagation algorithm is very popular approach [58, 59, 60, 61, 62] . The ANNs used in this work are single or multilayer Back Propagation Neural Networks (BPNN). For each of the 19 subsets (cardinality ≥ 2), an ANN was configured, trained, and tested. In this way a bank of ANNs was obtained in which each neural network serves to recognize a specific character subset. There are two different banks of ANNs:
1. ANNs which are trained using structural features. 2. ANNs which are trained using wavelet db2 approximation and detailed coefficients. Table 4 presents configurations of these ANNs.
Using MATLAB environment, all ANNs were trained on 40% (40 instances of each character) and tested for remaining 60% (4260 samples) of the data set.
Support Vector Machines (SVM)
SVM are also widely used for pattern classification and recognition [62, 63] . Speciality of SVM is that the minimization of empirical classification error and maximization of geometric margins occur simultaneously. To make a comparison of recognition results obtained through ANN classifiers using wavelet features, recognition results using SVM have also been obtained. Two banks of SVM classifiers using wavelet features (db2 and bior1.
3) were trained and tested. SVM was setup using LIBSVM (Matlab) [64] . LIBSVM offers to select different types of kernel functions (e.g. linear, polynomial, radial basis function (RBF), sigmoid etc.) with various parameters of these kernels. For the proposed study, C-SVM (multiclass classification) with radial basis function is employed. For the selection of good parameters, the training set is used with 5-fold cross validation and optimized values are obtained (of cost of constraint violation C and γ in radial basis function). All the SVMs are then trained with randomly selected 40% of sample data, while tested on 60% of the remaining data.
Recurrent Neural Networks: Long Short-Term Memory
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) introduce a notion of time to traditional feedforward artificial neural networks which enables the network to make use of the temporal patterns present in the sequential data. In a sequential set of data, the current output depends on previously computed values. RNNs are elevated with the inclusion of edges that span the adjacent time steps. For sequence learning, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks (BRNN) are considered to be the most successful RNN architectures. In LSTM RNNs traditional nodes in the hidden layer of a network are replaced by a memory unit. The architecture of Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks utilize the information from both the past and the future to compute the output at any point in the sequence [65] . It helped the recurrent neural networks to be applicable to cursively handwritten scripts more efficiently.
In this work, using RNNLIB [66] , RNNs with LSTM architecture, without any feature extraction and with/without using the proposed pre-classification, are applied to the handwritten data . With proposed pre-classification, each subset is presented to a recurrent neural network which is specifically trained for that subset. Results of RNN classifier without using the proposed pre-classifier have also been obtained to check the end-to-end capability of the RNN classifier. Using the raw stroke data, each RNN is trained, validated, and tested on 30%, 20%, and 50% of randomly selected subsets of the data set respectively.
Results and Discussion
The pre-classifier produced a total of 28 subsets from the set of 108 half form characters ( Table 2) . Out of these 28 subsets there are 6 subsets containing only one characters and do not need any further classification (Table 3 ). There are 3 subsets containing single stroke characters for which some results are presented in [39] . The remaining 19 subsets contain multistroke characters for which six different combinations of classifiers and features were tried to classify the individual characters in the subsets:
1. ANN classifiers using structural features. 2. ANN classifiers using Daubechies' family db2 wavelet features. 3. SVM classifiers using Daubechies' family db2 wavelet features. 4. SVM classifiers using Biorthogonal family bior1. 3 wavelet features. 5. RNN classifiers using Single LSTM hidden layer of size 100 (no feature extraction, with pre-classification) 6. RNN classifiers using Multi LSTM hidden layers of varying sizes (no feature extraction, with pre-classification) 7. RNN classifier using Multi LSTM hidden layers of varying sizes (no feature extraction, no pre-classification)
These 19 subsets contain 8, 7, and 4 subsets of initial, medial, and terminal half form characters respectively containing a total of 71 multistroke characters. The discrimination of similar characters from each other is made easier by the pre-classifier because it puts similar character into different subsets. Since a subset contains quite dissimilar characters, the pre-classifier also allows the use of computationally simpler ANN or SVM classifiers for fine classification of individual characters within a subset.
The recognition results are shown in Table 5 . Among these seven classifier/features combinations, the best overall recognition accuracy of 96.1% was obtained by using db2 wavelet features with SVM classifier, but SVM with bior1.3 wavelet features also provided comparable overall accuracy of 95.8%. ANN with db2 wavelet features provided somewhat lesser overall accuracy of 92.8% as compared to SVM. For ANNs with structural features the overall accuracy of 81.9% is significantly lower as compared to the other three combinations. Note that the data set contains 100 instances of each character; For each ANN 40 instances were used for training purpose, while 60 instances were used for testing purpose of the classifiers. Overall recognition results using RNNs were 84.7% (RNN with single LSTM hidden layer of size 100 ) and 87.2% (RNN with multi LSTM hidden layers of varying sizes).
The end-to-end recognition capability of RNN was also checked without utilizing the proposed pre-classifier and any features. The raw stroke data of all the 108 character classes were used to train a single RNN classifier. Different configurations were tried for the RNN classifier. The best recognition rate of 60% was obtained and the training time was more than 100 hours. Note that for the RNNs, 30%, 20%, and 50% of sample data was randomly selected for training, validation, and testing purposes, respectively.
Error Analysis using Confusion Matrices
Some confusion matrices will be presented in this section for the best and worst cases of the best classifier/features combination i.e. SVM+db2-wavelet-features. Table 6 shows the confusion matrix of a subset containing 6 characters. The recognition accuracy of 91.9% for this subset is among the lowest accuracies obtained with the SVM+db2-wavelet-features combination. The character ' ' is 3 times misclassified as and 4 times misclassified as . This should be expected because of the shape similarity among these characters. Similarly is 7 times misclassified as and 4 times misclassified as for the same reason. Table 7 shows the confusion matrix for another subset yielding low overall recognition accuracy (93.6%) with the SVM+db2-wavelet-features combination. The main culprits for the low accuracy in this subset are the characters°a nd ¬. Although°and ¬ have distinct major strokes in standard form with ¬ having a cusp in its major stroke, many writers ignore this cusp while handwriting ¬ casually. The ¬ then appears very much similar to°. This is confirmed by the confusion matrix which shows that¬ is 7 times misclassified as°. Removing ¬ and°from this subset results in 97.9% accuracy. Removing only°results in 95% accuracy, while removing only ¬ gives 97.9% accuracy.
Confusion matrix of another subset yielding low overall accuracy of 93.3% is presented in Table 8 . Here × and ' are responsible for the low recognition rate. Both characters have same major stroke but distinct minor strokes, so minor stroke was also utilized for feature vector formation. But casual penning of minor strokes results in similar shapes of the minor strokes. Consequently ' is 9 times misclassified as ×. Table 9 and Table 10 present two subsets showing high overall recognition accuracy.
Confusing Characters
In Urdu there are few groups of characters in which the major stroke is common to the group and the discrimination is made on the basis of minor strokes. This similarity is inherent to Urdu and the similar characters were put into different subsets by the pre-classifier. There is another kind of similarity between different characters which arises from the careless writing by the user. This user imposed similarity occurs inside the subsets produced by the pre-classifier and results in confusing pairs of characters within a subset. Figure 11 shows few handwritten samples of two confusing characters°(Fay) and ¬(Ghain) present in the subset presented in Table 7 . If drawn according to rules, the character ¬ should have a well defined cusp in its major stroke. Some users do not draw the cusp while writing casually or in hurry. The ¬ drawn in this way appears like°t o a human reader as can be seen in Fig. 11 . The classifier also many times misclassified ¬as°as shown in Table 7 .
Another pair of confusing characters is shown in Fig.   12 . These are the characters × (hamza) and ' (Tay) in medial form. The major strokes for both the characters is the same and the discrimination was made on the basis of minor stroke. Many users casually draw the minor stroke of ' in a very much similar way to the minor stroke of ×. The confusion matrix in Table 8 for this subset confirms this where it can be seen that ' has been 9 times misclassified as ×.
RNN and Pre-classification
Urdu character subsets resulted from pre-classification are presented to (configuration-wise) two types of RNNs. In the first set of RNNs, the configuration of each RNN consists of a single LSTM hidden layer of size 100 and trained separately for each character subset. It produced overall 84% recognition rate. In the second set of RNNs, each RNN is configured with multi LSTM hidden layers of different sizes. After many hit and trials the best RNNs are selected and the recognition rate obtained is 87%. Comparison of recognition rates obtained through fixed-size and varying-size configurations accounts that the later is more acceptable. Recurrent neural networks are also applied to handwritten Urdu data without going through preclassification process. All the 108 classes are presented to only one RNN. After many hit and trials the best RNN thus obtained resulted in a recognition rate of 60%. It can be observed that without pre-classification the recognition rate is substantially lower than that with pre-classification. The recognition rate may be improved for the RNN further if more data is added to the handwritten Urdu database. However, in the context of current study, the difference among the three results obtained with RNNs show that due to the complexity of and similarity among Urdu characters, the proposed pre-classification proved helpful to obtain better results.
Conclusions
In this study, a novel character recognition system for Urdu language online handwritten characters is presented. All multistroke initial, medial, and terminal half form characters have been recognized. A large scale handwriting data set was obtained from 100 native Urdu writers of different age groups and educational qualifications. The data was acquired using a digitizing tablet. Spatial coordinates in temporal order with their respective pressure values, and pen up/down events were recorded. The raw data was refined after its manipulation with different preprocessing operations. A novel pre-classifier was designed to preclassify Urdu characters set into smaller subsets. The preclassifier yielded smaller subsets based on the number of strokes to yield two-, three-, four-stroke subsets. The preclassifier further divided the subsets based on the position of the minor stroke with respect to the major stroke, and also on the basis of whether the minor stroke is a dot or other-than-dot. The pre-classifier helped in discriminating similar characters from each other by putting them in different subsets. Two types of features, namely structural features and wavelet transform features were extracted. Wavelet features were obtained using Daubechies db2 coefficients and Biorthogonal bior1.3 coefficients. ANN, SVM and RNN classifiers were used for fine classification of the individual characters in the subsets generated by the preclassifier. Results of RNN classifier without using the proposed pre-classifier and features were also been obtained to check the end-to-end capability of the RNN classifier.
Since there is no sufficient previous work for comparison, different combinations of features and classifiers were tried to find the best recognition results. Seven different classifier/feature combinations were tried which resulted in overall accuracies of 81.9%, 92.8%, 95.8%, and 96.1% with classical approaches and 84.7%, 87.2%, and 60% with RNNs. The best overall recognition rate of 96.1% was found for SVM+db2-wavelet-features combination. For individual characters, recognition rates obtained were between 80% to 100% and overall accuracy for different subsets was between 88.8% to 100% for SVM+db2-waveletfeatures combination. We have followed the segmentationbased approach which requires extraction of half forms of characters from the ligatures. The data was actually obtained in segmented form from the users. Research on segmentation of ligatures into half form characters is also being carried out in parallel to this work. RNNs promise of end-to-end recognition capability was also explored but was found to yield inferior results as compared to the classical feature-based approaches of SVM and ANN. The results with RNNs may be improved if more data is added to the database. In future, with the increased size of database, other deep learning methods like deep belief networks and convolutional neural networks may be employed. Other kinds of features may also be explored. 35. Naz, S., Arif, I.U., Ahmad, R., Saad, B.A., Shirazi, S.H., Siddiqi, I., and Razzak, M.I. "Offline cursive Urdu-Nastaliq script recognition using multidimensional recurrent neural networks", Neurocomput 
All Initial Half Form Characters
Single Stroke Figure 9 : (a) Top row shows character ghain in medial form, and x(t) and y(t) of its major stroke. Second and third rows show level-2 db2 wavelet approximation, and level-4 db2 wavelet detail coefficients of x(t) and y(t) respectively.
(b) Top row shows character fay in medial form, and x(t) and y(t) of its major stroke. Second and third rows show level-2 db2 wavelet approximation, and level-4 db2 wavelet detail coefficients of x(t) and y(t) respectively. Table 3 : Characters recognized at pre-classification stage and don't require any further classification Table 4 : ANN Configurations (trained using wavelet db2 approximation and detailed coefficients). Table 8 : Confusion Matrix for medial half forms 2-stroke characters with other-than-dot diacritic above the major stroke. Overall accuracy for this subset is 93.3%
